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MIDDLE GRADE – FICTION
BIG RIG
Louise Hawes
Life on the road with Daddy is as good as it gets for Hazmat. Together, they've been taking jobs and
crisscrossing the US for years. Now Daddy's talking about putting down roots—somewhere Hazmat can
go to a real school and make friends. Somewhere Daddy doesn't have to mail-order textbooks about
"nature's promise to all women." Somewhere Mom's ashes can rest on a mantle and not on a dashboard.
While everything just keeps changing, sometimes in ways she can't control, Hazmat isn't ready to give up
the freedom of long-distance hauling. Sure the road is filled with surprises, from plane crashes and robo
trucks to runaway hitchhikers and abandoned babies, but that all makes for great stories! So Hazmat
hatches a plan to make sure Daddy's dream never becomes a reality. Because there's only one place
Hazmat belongs: in the navigator's seat, right next to Daddy, with the whole country flying by and each
day different from the last.
HC | 6 x 8 | 272 pages | Ages: 8-12 | Grade: 3-6 | 08/09/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Curtis Brown Literary Agency
All rights available
BRAVO ZULU, SAMANTHA!
Kathleen Benner Duble
Twelve-year-old Sam adores her grandmother, but Grandma will be at work most of the time during
Sam's visit, leaving Sam with the Colonel, her prickly grandfather. Sam's relationship with him is shaky at
best, and now that the Colonel has had to retire from his career as a military pilot, he is harder than ever
to get along with.
Sam reluctantly settles in for the summer, entertaining herself with her nonstop collection of off-beat
trivia and her obsession with the Guinness Book of World Records, with an on again/off again friendship
with a boy from her school, and with keeping an eye on her grandfather's eccentric habits. Sam soon finds
that her grandfather's behavior is even stranger than she expected. He disappears for long stretches of
time and won't let Sam go into the old barn. She is eager to solve the mystery, but when she discovers that
the Colonel is building an airplane against his wife's orders, she makes a deal with him. If he lets her help
him finish the plane, she'll keep his secret.
PB | 6 x 8 | 176 pages | Ages: 8-12 | Grade: 3-6 | 06/14/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
EVERLASTING NOW, THE
Sara Harrell Banks
In 1937, the Depression is in full force, Joe Louis is the new heavyweight champion of the world, and
Champion Always Luther arrives in Snow Hill, Alabama, changing Brother Sayre's life forever. Brother
lives with his mother and sister in their well-run if run-down boardinghouse. Champion has been sent to
live with his aunt, who works for Brother's family. With Champion, Brother learns all sorts of things that he enjoys fishing, that he needs glasses, and that there are subtle and powerful rules of race and
power that he's never noticed. A child of privilege, Brother has never questioned the ways of his small
southern town - but now he has reason to.
PB | 6 x 8½ | 168 pages | Ages 8-12 | Grade: 3-7 | 03/14/23
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: The Ethan Ellenberg Literary Agency
All rights available
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FLIPPING FORWARD TWISTING BACKWARD
Alma Fullerton
Claire is by far the best gymnast on her team, and she's well on her way to qualifying for the state
championships. The gym is where Claire shines. But at school, she's known as a troublemaker. She seems
to spend more time in the office than in class — which is fine with her since it enables her to hide the fact
that she can't read. She has never been able to make sense of the wobbling jumble of letters on a page. No
one except her BFF knows.
But when a sympathetic principal wonders if Claire is acting out because she's dyslexic, her mother balks.
She's afraid Claire will be labeled "stupid" and refuses testing. Claire has always assumed she's dumb;
she never imagined her reading problem could have a solution. Is she strong enough to take on both her
reading challenges and her mother's denial? Is it worth jeopardizing her spot in qualifiers?
HC | 6 x 8 | 144 pages | Ages: 8-12 | Grades: 3-6 | 07/12/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
IMPOSSIBLE DESTINY OF CUTIE GRACKLE, THE
Shawn K. Stout
Cutie Grackle is used to being different — she lives alone on a mountain with her feeble-minded uncle,
and when she's not sucking pebbles to trick her stomach into feeling full, she's chatting with a weathered
garden gnome for company. But having a flock of ravens follow you is more than just different. Cutie
worries the birds are connected to the curse Uncle Horace tends to mutter about. And she's right.
The ravens present her with a fortune from a cookie, and when she touches it she's pulled into a vision
from her family's past. It involves the curse and her long-lost mother. The birds offer up a series of
objects, each imbued with memories that eventually reveal Cutie must do what her mother could not:
break the curse.
HC | 6 x 8 | 336 pages | Ages: 8-12 | Grades: 3-7 | 05/10/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
NOW YOU SAY YES
Bill Harley
When her mother dies, fifteen-year-old Mari is now the only one who can care for her super-smart and
exasperating, on-the-spectrum younger brother Conor. Desperate to avoid being split up or put back into
the "System," Mari decides to set out in the old family Honda sedan to find their estranged grandmother,
the only person in the world who might take them in.
Seizing upon Conor's obsession with the upcoming total eclipse of the sun, Mari convinces him to come
along on a cross-country trajectory that will include a stop to view this spectacular event. As the two
orphaned siblings journey from the snarls of LA traffic through the backroads of the Midwest and on
toward their final destination in New England, Mari learns a lot about herself, about the world around
them...and about their place in it.
PB | 6 x 8 | 384 pages | Ages 10-14 | Grades 5-9 | 08/02/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
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TROUBLE WITH ROBOTS, THE
Michelle Mohrweis
Eighth-graders Evelyn and Allie are in trouble. Evelyn's constant need for perfection has blown some
fuses among her robotics teammates, and she's worried nobody's taking the upcoming competition
seriously. Allie is new to school, and she's had a history of short-circuiting on teachers and other kids. So
when Allie is assigned to the robotics team as a last resort, all Evelyn can see is just another wrench in the
works! But as Allie confronts a past stricken with grief and learns to open up, the gears click into place as
she discovers that Evelyn's teammates have a lot to offer—if only Evelyn allowed them to participate in a
role that plays to their strengths. Can Evelyn learn to let go and listen to what Allie has to say? Or will
their spot in the competition go up in smoke along with their school's robotics program and Allie's only
chance at redemption?
HC | 6 x 8½ | 288 pages | Ages: 8-12 | Grades: 3-7 | 09/06/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
TWO FRIENDS, ONE DOG, AND A VERY UNUSUAL WEEK
Sarah L. Thomson / Vin Vogel
Take Pippi Longstocking's joie de vivre, blend it with a 21st century Manhattan setting, toss in a dog
named Otto for good measure and what do you get? This joyfully carefree story about two unlikely
friends.
It's a pair of silver sequined sneakers that unexpectedly flips Emily's comfortable, predictable world
upside down. Or, more precisely, it's the girl wearing them. The shoes belong to Rani, who moves into
Emily's apartment building—and her life—with absolutely no one but her dog Otto. (Her research
scientist mother is away in Patagonia.) And that's only the first rule that Emily watches Rani break
without hesitation.
But it's not just that Rani breaks rules. Most of the time, she doesn't seem to know the rules exist. Why
can't she bungee jump off their building? Or bring an ice cream truck to school? For steady and orderly
Emily, Rani's approach to life feels impossible... and more than a little irresistible. But is there a place for
her in Rani's world? And should she find a way to make space for Rani in her own?
Cover not yet available
HC | 5½ x 7½ | 160 pages | Ages 8-12 | Grade: 3-7 | 04/18/23
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
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FICTION SERIES
King, a golden retriever, and Kayla, King's human, combine their talents to solve the little
mysteries of daily life in this fun and funny, easy-to-read, illustrated mystery series.
With simple, straightforward language and great verbal and visual humor, the King & Kayla
series from Geisel Honor Award-winning team Dori Hillestad Butler and Nancy Meyers is
perfect for newly independent readers. Series has sold over 320,000 copies.
Praise for the King & Kayla series
❖ Honor Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for King & Kayla and the Case of the Missing Dog
Treats
❖ Honor Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for King & Kayla and the Case of the Lost Tooth
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree | Dramatic: Text: Erin Murphy Literary Agency; Art: Peachtree
Rights sold in series: Estonian; Slovenian; Swedish
K&K 08: KING & KAYLA AND THE CASE OF THE LOST LIBRARY BOOK
Dori Hillestad Butler / Nancy Meyers
Kayla needs to return her library books so that she can check out new ones. But she can't find one of
them. Where could it be? Good thing King and Jillian are there to help solve the crime.
HC & PB | 6 x 9 | 48 pages | Ages 7-9 | Grades 2-4 | 02/01/22
K&K 09: KING & KAYLA AND THE CASE OF THE RUNAWAY CAT
Dori Hillestad Butler / Nancy Meyers
Raj needs our beloved detectives to help him find his cat. Blue was in the house when Raj left for school
but now he's gone. Blue didn't come for dinner or breakfast. (King can't imagine missing a meal.) Blue
never goes outside and he never had the chance to escape. Where did he go? When Raj describes Blue, he
sounds very familiar. Could Blue be Cat with No Name?
Cover not yet available

HC & PB | 6 x 9 | 48 pages | Ages 7-9 | Grade: 2-4 | 01/31/23
Baseball, basketball, American football and soccer stories for sports fans and reluctant
readers.

Washington Post columnist Fred Bowen has written over 20 books on sports, which have sold
over 750,000 copies to date.
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
OFF THE BENCH
Fred Bowen
Chris comes from a sports-loving family. His brother is the star scorer on the high school team, and is
being recruited by Division 3 colleges. Chris longs to earn the same adulation, and he's a good scorer for
his junior high team. But why won't his coach start him? He's better on defense than his rival, Carlos, and
nearly as good a shooter. Soon Chris becomes obsessed with earning a place in his team's starting lineup.
He does everything he can think of—including being an invaluable player every time he comes in. But
nothing seems to get Coach's attention. Even after he learns the history of the valuable "6th man," Chris
can't seem to let it go. How will he ever be a big scoring star?
HC | 5¼ x 7½ | 144 pages | Ages: 7-11 | Grades: 2-6 | 02/14/23
Peachtree Publishing Company Inc. | Bologna 2022 | Rights Guide – Middle Grade & YA
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Lovable, distractable Indian American Nina Soni tries to keep track of her action-packed
life and creative schemes and projects by making lists in her journal.
Nina uses lists, definitions, and real-life math problems to navigate her life in this new STEAM
series about exploration in school and home settings.
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: O'Connor Literary Agency
All rights available
Nina # 5: NINA SONI, SNOW SPY
Kashmira Sheth / Jenn Kocsmiersky
A long weekend and lots of snow sounds like a recipe for super-special fun to Nina. Best friend Jay is
going skiing with his cousins, which is a little disappointing, but some family friends are going to visit
and they've got two kids right about the ages of Nina and little sister Kavita. When Nina notices a strange
car stopping at the house of neighbors she knows are out of town, she decides that it's time to be a Snow
Spy--complete with a Snow Spy Snow Fort, to be built by Nina, Kavita, and new friends Priya and
Nayan. Maybe together they can keep an eye on the neighborhood and figure out what MP (Mystery
Person) is up to.
HC & PB | 5½ x 7½ | 144 pages | Ages: 7-10 | Grades: 2-5 | 10/18/22
Nina # 6: NINA SONI, PERFECT HOSTESS
Kashmira Sheth / Jenn Kocsmiersky
Nina can't wait to see her grandfather, Dada who’s visiting from India —but then it turns out that Montu,
her annoying cousin, will also be coming. It's challenging enough to manage her annoying little sister, but
Nina has gotten used to that, and even come to appreciate many of Kavita's eccentricities. Still, it will be
fun to introduce her extended family to life and friends in Madison, Wisconsin, and Nina is determined
to become the perfect hostess. Surely, she can manage to plan a lovely visit, with the help of the lists she
makes in her journal.
Cover not yet available

HC & PB | 5½ x 7½ | 144 pages | Ages: 7-10 | Grades: 2-5 | 04/11/23

YA
ACES WILD
A Heist
Amanda DeWitt
Some people join chess club, some people play football. Jack Shannon runs a secret blackjack ring in his
private school's basement. What else is the son of a Las Vegas casino mogul supposed to do? Everything
starts falling apart when Jack's mom is arrested for their family's ties to organized crime. His sister Beth
thinks this is the Shannon family's chance to finally go straight, but Jack knows that something's not right.
His mom was sold out, and he knows by who. Peter Carlevaro: rival casino owner, mobster, and jilted
lover. Gross.
Jack hatches a plan to break into Carlevaro's inner sanctum and find what he's holding over his mom's
head, but Jack's going to need help. He recruits his closest friends, his online asexual support group, to
form his team. All he needs to do is infiltrate a secret high stakes gambling club, save his mom, and
dodge any dark secrets about his family he'd rather not know, while hopelessly navigating what it means
to be in love while asexual. Easy, right?
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 352 pages | Ages: 14+ | Grades: 9+ | 09/06/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Harvey Klinger, Inc
All rights available
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ART OF INSANITY, THE
Christine Webb
Putting up a front and hiding her mental illness from her classmates is going to be the hardest thing
Natalie's ever done. It's her senior year, and she's just been selected to present her artwork at a
prestigious show. With the stress of performing building, it doesn't help when Natalie notices a boy who
makes her heart leap. And then there's fellow student Ella, who confronts Natalie about her summer car
"accident" and pressures her into caring for the world's ugliest dog. Now Natalie finds herself juggling all
kinds of feels and responsibilities. Surely her newly prescribed medication is to blame for the funk in
which she finds herself. But as Natalie's plan to self-treat unravels, so does the perfect façade she's been
painting for everyone else.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 384 pages | Ages: 14+ | Grades: 9+ | 10/11/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
BOYS I KNOW
Anna Gracia
June Chu is the "just good enough" girl. Good enough to line the shelves with a slew of third-place
trophies and steal secret kisses from her AP Bio partner, Rhys. But not good enough to meet literally any
of her Taiwanese mother's unrelenting expectations or to get Rhys to commit to anything beyond a welltimed joke.
While June's mother insists she follow in her (perfect) sister's footsteps and get a (full-ride) violin
scholarship to Northwestern (to study pre-med), June doesn't see the point in trying too hard if she's
destined to fall short anyway. Instead, she focuses her efforts on making her relationship with Rhys
"official." But after her methodically-planned, tipsily-executed scheme explodes on the level of a nuclear
disaster, she flings herself into a new relationship with a guy who's not allergic to the word "girlfriend."
But as the line between sex and love blurs, and pressure to map out her entire future threatens to burst,
June will have to decide on whose terms she's going to live her life - even if it means fraying her
relationship with her mother beyond repair.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 452 pages | Ages: 14+ | Grades: 9+ | 07/05/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Donald Maass Literary Agency
Previous rights sold: French
DANCE OF THE STARLIT SEA
Kiana Krystle
Eighteen-year-old Lila Rose Li was born under the Devil's Moon, an ill omen to the superstitious folk of
Luna Island. While her parents did everything to raise a good and obedient daughter—including move to
California, far away from Luna Island and its whispers—Lila's propensity for outbursts can't be curbed.
When her latest act of rebellion puts a girl from her ballet company into the hospital, her parents agree
that she belongs on Luna Island—where others will be safe from her.
Sent to live with her aunt, Lila is swept away by Luna Island's cobblestone streets, ivy-covered cottages,
and enchanting myths—especially the myth of the Angel of the Night, who selects a girl as a Tithe for the
Devil every seven years. To protect herself, Lila seeks the guardianship of the angel who keeps appearing
in her dreams, but unbeknownst to her, is the Devil's servant in disguise.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 384 pages | Ages 14+ | Grade: 9+| 04/04/23
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: BookEnds Literary
All rights available
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GHOSTS OF ROSE HILL, THE
R. M. Romero
Sent to stay with her aunt in Prague and witness the humble life of an artist, Ilana Lopez — a biracial
Jewish girl — finds herself torn between her dream of becoming a violinist and her immigrant parents'
desire for her to pursue a more stable career.
When she discovers a forgotten Jewish cemetery behind her aunt's cottage, she meets the ghost of a
kindhearted boy named Benjamin, who died over a century ago. As Ilana restores Benjamin's grave, he
introduces her to the enchanted side of Prague, where ghosts walk the streets and their kisses have
warmth.
But Benjamin isn't the only one interested in Ilana. Rudolph Wassermann, a man with no shadow, has
become fascinated with her and the music she plays. He offers to share his magic, so Ilana can be with
Benjamin and pursue her passion for violin. But after Ilana discovers the truth about Wassermann and
how Benjamin became bound to the city, she resolves to save the boy she loves, even if success means
losing him — forever.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 452 pages | Ages: 14+ | Grade: 9+ | 05/03/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Deborah Harris Agency
All rights available
HELL FOLLOWED WITH US
Andrew Joseph White
Sixteen-year-old trans boy Benji is on the run from the cult that raised him — the fundamentalist sect that
unleashed Armageddon and decimated the world's population. Desperately, he searches for a place
where the cult can't get their hands on him, or more importantly, on the bioweapon they infected him
with.
But when cornered by monsters born from the destruction, Benji is rescued by a group of teens from the
local Acheson LGBTQ+ Center, affectionately known as the ALC. The ALC's leader, Nick, is gorgeous,
autistic, a deadly shot, and he knows Benji's darkest secret: the cult's bioweapon is mutating him into a
monster deadly enough to wipe humanity from the earth once and for all.
Still, Nick offers Benji shelter among his ragtag group of queer teens, as long as Benji can control the
monster and use its power to defend the ALC. Eager to belong, Benji accepts Nick's terms…until he
discovers the ALC's mysterious leader has a hidden agenda, and more than a few secrets of his own.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 416 pages| Ages: 14+| Grade: 9+| 06/07/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Jennifer De Chiara Literary Agency
All rights available
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IMMEASURABLE DEPTH OF YOU, THE
Maria Ingrande Mora

Cover sketch

Fifteen-year-old Brynn is obsessed with death. Her anxiety focuses on all the ways the world can go
wrong—car crashes, electrocution, choking—leaving her emotionally paralyzed, friendless, and
depressed. So when her mom discovers one of Brynn's blog posts and believes it's a suicide note, she
takes extreme measures, confiscating her phone, cutting off all access to the Internet, and sending Brynn
to Florida to stay with her estranged father.
A summer at her dad's house isn't the peaceful escape Brynn wants. For one thing, it isn't even a house—
it's a boat in the middle of a Florida swamp with no Wi-Fi, no TV, and no neighbors. Brynn is resigned to
a summer of mind-numbing boredom…until Skylar appears.
Skylar is everything Brynn isn't—sultry, athletic, confident. And dead. Years earlier, Skylar drowned in
the bay where the houseboat is anchored, and Brynn is the only one able to see her. While Skylar may not
be the ideal friend her parents envisioned, Brynn relaxes around this girl who pushes her to try new
things and makes her belly flutter with nerves that have nothing to do with anxiety. But when Skylar tells
Brynn that her death wasn't the tragic accident everyone believes, but in fact a murder, Brynn is
determined to help her new crush find closure—even if that means confronting all her fears.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 384 pages | Ages 14+ | Grade: 9+ | 03/07/23
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: Aevitas Creative Management
All rights available
JUNKYARD DOGS
Katherine Higgs-Coulthard

Cover not yet available

Josh's father has gone missing without a trace. Now Josh and his 9-year-old brother, Twig, are stuck
living with Gran in her trailer. Problem is, Gran didn't ask to take care of any kids, and she's threatening
to call social services unless Josh can find his dad. After paying off his Gran to take in his little brother,
Josh risks truancy and getting kicked off his basketball team to take to the streets and hunt for his dad.
But when Josh digs too deep, he suddenly finds himself tethered to a criminal scrapping ring that his
father was accomplice to. If Josh wants to keep Twig out of the system and return to some sense of
normal, he'll have to track his dad down and demand honest answers.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 400 pages | Ages 14+ | Grade: 9+ | 02/21/23
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available
VERMILION EMPORIUM, THE
Jamie Pacton
It was a day for finding things… On the morning Twain, a lonely boy with a knack for danger, discovers
a strand of starlight on the cliffs outside of Severon, a mysterious curiosity shop appears in town.
Meanwhile, Quinta, the ordinary daughter of an extraordinary circus performer, chases rumors of the
shop, The Vermilion Emporium, desperate for a way to live up to her mother's magical legacy.
When Quinta meets Twain outside of the Emporium, two things happen: One, Quinta is sure she's
infatuated with this starlight boy, who uses his charm to hide his scars. Two, they enter the store and
discover a book that teaches them how to turn the starlight thread into lace.
The lace catches the eye of a wealthy patron, who would pay handsomely for a dress woven from the
material. But to accept the commission, Quinta and Twain would need more thread, and the secret to
starlight's origins is said to have disappeared over a century ago. While searching the Emporium for
answers, Quinta and Twain learn that the secret may actually have been destroyed. And likely, for good
reason.
HC | 5¼ x 8 | 384 pages | Ages: 14+ | Grades: 9+ | 11/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: KT Literary
All rights available
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PEACHTREE
SUB-AGENTS
DRAMATIC
ARABIC
The Gotham Group:
Juliana Farias Literary Agency
Teddy Roth – teddy@gotham-group.com
Juliana Farias – juliana@julianafariasagency.com
CHINESE (China)
CHINESE (Taiwan)
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
Electra Chang – electra@bardonchinese.com
Cynthia Chang – cynthia@bardonchinese.com
CZECH / SLOVAK
DUTCH
Kristin Olson Literary Agency s.r.o.
International Litferatuur Bureau B.V. (ILB)
Tereza Dubová Krobotová – tereza.krobotova@litag.cz
Linda Kohn – lkohn@planet.nl
FRENCH
GERMAN
Michelle Lapautre Agency
Literarische Agentur Silke Weniger
Catherine Lapautre – catherine@lapautre.com
Alexandra Legath – legath@litag.de
GREEK
HEBREW
JLM Literary Agency
Book Publishers Association of Israel
Tatiana Moukakou – jlm@jlm.gr
Mickey Chesla – rights@tbpai.co.il
ITALIAN
POLISH
Berla & Griffini Rights Agency
Graal. Ltd.
Vanessa Maus – maus@bgagency.it
Paulina Machnik – paulina.machnik@graal.com.pl
ROMANIAN
RUSSIAN
Simona Kessler International Copyright Agency
Andrew Nurnberg Literary Agency
Adriana Marina – marina@kessler-agency.ro
Olga Lutova – olga@lit-agency.ru
SCANDINAVIA
SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
Ia Atterholm Agency
ACER
Ia Atterholm – ia.atterholm@telia.com
Elizabeth Atkins – eatkins@acerliteraria.com
THAI / VIETNAMESE / MALAY
TURKISH
Tuttle-Mori Agency Co., Ltd.
Akcali
Pimolporn Yutisri – pimolporn@tuttlemori.co.th
Begüm Ayfer – begum@akcalicopyright.com
UK / AUS & OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUANGES
Petula Chaplin Agency
Petula Chaplin – petulachaplin@aol.com
JAPANESE
We work non-exclusively with several Japanese sub-agents, including:
Japan Uni: Maiko Fujinaga – maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp / Takeshi Oyama – takeshi.oyama@japanuni.co.jp
Motovun: Mari Koga – kogamtv4@gmail.com / Akiko Mieda – miedamtv5@gmail.com
Tuttle-Mori Agency: Solan Natsume – solan@tuttlemori.com
KOREAN
We work non-exclusively with several Korean sub-agents, including:
Agency PK: Pauline Kim – paulinekim@pkagency.com
Agency Sosa: Seyoung Chon – seyoung_chon@hotmail.com
Eric Yang Agency: Jully Lee – eya-child@eyagency.com
Shin Won Agency: Jihyun Hwang – children@swla.co.kr
POP Agency: Kenny Kim - kenny@popagencykr.com
ALL OTHER LANGUAGES & RIGHTS
Peachtree Publishers: Farah Géhy – gehy@peachtree-online.com
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